2009 outback

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Runs and drives great, zero
accidents, four wheel drive, power windows, locks, seat, mirrors, aluminum wheels with newer
tires, heated leather seats. All vehicles get a 5 day money back guarantee and free carfax.
Please call or text Sam at Please call or text Seth at ,. Description: Used Subaru Outback 2.
Since there has been a Napleton in your neighborhood. Your business is important and you can
count on us to handle it as such now and in the future. Our inventory is constantly updating,
contact our showroom if you don't see exactly what you want, if we don't have it, we'll get it!
Other values on in-store manager specials, loaners, demos and late model used vehicles are
available in-store to save you more! You may qualify for additional manufacturer incentives on
your new vehicles. Our staff will be happy to research maximum incentives for you on your visit
to our showroom. We always have volume incentives available to pass along to you! Top value
is paid for your trade-in here at Napleton's! We are as competitive as any offering you will find
in the market, give us the opportunity to earn your business! See dealer for details. CarMax Ft.
See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for
financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store for details. Some
fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax
store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here
is updated every 24 hours. There is a difference between our pre-owned vehicles and the typical
used car lots vehicle. Our cars are hand picked inspected by skilled technicians and
professionally detailed! All wheel drive, heated leather, and sunroof. We do not mark them up,
to mark them down. We utilize state-of-the-art technology to constantly monitor pricing trends
in order to offer our shoppers the best competitive pricing and value. Our entire team is
committed to helping you buy a car the way we would want to buy a car! Recent Arrival! At
Stephen Wade Toyota, we do more to insure we offer the most mechanically sound pre-owned
vehicles with recommended maintenance that is up to date. We also use advanced software to
shop the automotive marketplace nationwide everyday. This allows us to competitively offer
you the best value one can find anywhere. Contact our knowledgeable Internet sales team;
Brian, Danny, Jessica or Kris at Stephen Wade Toyota for a priority test drive, or for any
information that would be helpful: You have it made at Stephen Wade! Sellers Subaru Value
Priced! Wholesale to the Public offers the consumer the ability to buy a vehicle at pre-auction
pricing. The term AS-IS means that there is absolutely NO expressed or implied warranty of
condition or fitness for a particular purpose. This applies to both the mechanical and cosmetic
condition of the AS-IS vehicles. The purchaser of an AS-IS vehicle will pay all cost for any
repairs. Sellers Subaru assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any verbal
statements made about any vehicle in the Wholesale to the Public section. No matter what
you're looking for, we'll help you find the right car to get you there. Buy with confidence!
Reputation is Everything! The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new
brakes and new suspension parts! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. Some restrictions apply. This Subaru Outback Special Edtn
comes equipped with all wheel drive, which means no limitations as to how or where you can
drive. Different terrains and varying weather conditions will have little effect as to how this
vehicle performs. There are many vehicles on the market but if you are looking for a vehicle that
will perform as good as it looks then this Subaru Outback Special Edtn is the one! More
information about the Subaru Outback: The Subaru Outback rides on a heavy-duty suspension
with higher ground clearance, making it particularly adept at traversing rough roads, deep snow
or anything else the outdoor adventurer may come across. True to its name, the Outback stands
ready to face the elements both in form and function with exterior protective cladding and
rugged styling cues. The Outback remains a compelling alternative to most wagons or
sport-utility vehicles, with a low center of mass for safer handling and better maneuverability,
while the interior is quite spacious and flexible enough to suit a small family. Strengths of this
model include Refined exterior styling with rough-road all-weather capability, confident
handling and a roomy interior. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or
imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
Thank you for your interest in our Subaru Outback 2. Extra clean. No rips, no abuse, no
cigarette burns. So clean you'd swear it was new! We offer the lowest prices on hard to find
vehicles. Ultra-luxurious interior will appeal to all who drive or ride in this vehicle. Breathe easy!
This is a Non Smoker vehicle! This Subaru Outback 4dr 4dr H4 Automatic features a 2. It is
equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Gray with a Off-Black Cloth
interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. We are the nations largest Subaru
Certified Pre-Owned dealership, contact us to find out why. Horsepower calculations based on
trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us

prior to purchase. One owner local trade! We provide both sets of keys, a full tank of fuel, all the
owners manuals and a professional detail at time of sale on this vehicle. Our service department
thoroughly exams and checked the safety and reliability of this pre-owned vehicle. Trust and
rely on the dealership that has been here in your community since Our Dealer Fred Parsons has
a sales staff of tenured sales professionals because of his fair, honest and community involved
record. What does that mean to you? Our huge clientele of repeat customers tells the tale. Look
at all the car-faxes of our pre owned inventory and see why everyone returns to Parsons. Since
we have been treating our locale with the same respect as our happy family. From our tenured
sales staff to our historic service-techs we thrive because of you. We let the fax speak for
themselves. Our repeat customers come back to us because of exceptional respect and service
we share. If you found this listing at a 3rd party website check out our more detailed listing at
We offer carfaxes on ALL vehicles in stock complimentary. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim 2. Bean Edition 5
3. Bean Edition 2 2. Bean Edition 1 3. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 4, Manual Engine
Type Gas 4, Drivetrain All Wheel Drive 4, Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
Check Availability. New Listing. Close CarMax Ft. Close Stephen Wade Toyota - St. Title issue.
Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. We have owned 4
different Subarus. We bought the Outback new. It has had three major repairs since purchase.
We never had these types of major repairs before. I expect better from Subaru being an owner
since They just aren't as good as in the past. Sign Up. Your Subaru was manufactured with
different tire sizes. To determine the best tire size for your specific Subaru Outback, we first
need to determine your rim size. Please review the information below. Check your existing tires.
Your Subaru Outback's rim size is the number to the right of the R. In the example pictured
here, the tire size fits inch rims. The original tire size for your Subaru Outback is listed below.
Tap on the box to view a color-coded explanation of your Subaru Outback's' tire size. A
color-coded explanation of the Subaru Outback's tire size is shown below. In this case, the
sidewall height works out to be millimeters. This letter denotes how your tire was constructed.
This tire has a load index of 97, which means it's capable of carrying a load of pounds kg or
less. A higher number means the tire can carry more weight. A lower number means the
opposite. A higher speed becomes dangerous. This tire has a load index of 95, which means it's
capable of carrying a load of pounds kg or less. How to Determine Rim Size Check your existing
tires. Rim Size Selection Now that you know your rim size, make a selection below to filter your
results. Select a Rim Size Inch Inch. This letter denotes the intended use of the tire. This number
indicates that your tire has a width of millimeters. The tire size was designed to fit rims or
wheels that are 16 inches in diameter. The tire size was designed to fit rims or wheels that are
17 inches in diameter. Touted as the original crossover, the Subaru Outback truly offers the
cargo versatility of an SUV combined with the easy maneuverability of a family car. Its full-time
automatic all-wheel-drive system can tackle slippery weather conditions as well as low-grade
off-road trails, while a variety of engine choices matched to a car-like body and suspension
make it a solid performer for both city and highway driving. For , the Outback replaces the L.
Bean Edition with the 3. Subaru upgrades all trims but the 2. On the safety front, stability control
has been made standard on all trims, joining the already 5-star-winning ABS brakes, traction
control, tire monitor, and dual front-side and side curtain airbags for both rows. Three engine
choices spread across five trims in the Outback lineup. A hp boxer-four engine, paired with a
5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic, powers the base 2. The more performance-oriented 2. It
comes with the manual or a 5-speed automatic. For a smoother ride, the less torque-y, more
refined 3. It comes only with the 5-speed automatic. Both the XT and 3. Drivers can choose from
three modes: the economy Intelligent mode, the quicker-accelerating Sport mode, and the most
responsive Sport Sharp mode. Variable valve timing and Active Valve Control on all engines
determine the best use of power and gear position for maximum fuel efficiency. In a market in
which a growing number of competitors offer three rows of seating, the Outback's lack of a third
row disappoints some owners and reviewers, who also complain about the cramped back seat.
However, with a longer overall length than the Volvo V50, it offers a lot more cargo room â€” A
rubberized cargo tray and cargo cover come standard, along with roof rails. Tilt and telescopic
steering and easy-to-reach dials add to driver comfort, and all but the base 2. Base models start
with power windows, locks, and mirrors, cruise control, and a CD player, with the Special
Edition boosting wheel size from 16 to 17 inches and adding a volt power outlet. Moving
through the Limited trims gradually adds a dual-panel sunroof, leather seats, a 6-CD changer,
and wood trim. A navigation system is available. With a low center of gravity, thanks to its
horizontally-opposed boxer engines, the Outback actually does ride like a car, a claim many

crossovers make but don't actually meet. Tight cornering and good AWD traction contribute to
its reputation as a safe and reliable wagon, making it an attractive choice for families. Other
highlights include quiet engines, smooth transmissions, and high-quality interior materials. Its
high ride height offers good visibility and 8. Complaints focus on the rear legroom and lack of a
third row, along with the unenthusiastic boxer-four engine in comparison to the much quicker
and more satisfying turbo version. Kevin asked a Subaru Outback General question about a
month ago. The private seller I messaged has responded to my request, but I am unable to read
them in my inbox. Which I have done. Nice asked a Subaru Outback 2. CEL and CC lights on.
Looked under hood and saw these wires chewed through - black not white wire see pic. Also,
mice getting in through vents. What do these wires go to? Thinking black wire I just bought a
Subaru Outback. Has lots of clicking noise hoping loose valves? The vehicle had a check
engine light on , air bag light on, cruise control light flashes.. I have Subaru outback 2. Oil temp
light, engine check, and cruise control flashing light come and go simultaneously. Every time
these lights are on, I had my mechanic to check on but Alean asked a Subaru Outback 2. How
good is the 2. Any major widespread problems? Average user score. Based on 9 reviews.
Awesome by leetimmons. Outstanding by Ken Updated Sep 18, by Anonymous. What's your
take on the Subaru Outback? Have you driven a Subaru Outback? Rank This Car. Cars
compared to Subaru Outback. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite
Favorite. Subaru Outback Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Subaru Outback to Related Models. Select Year
Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right.
Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Transport your gear and goods without the mess. Click here
to shop the Genuine Subaru Cargo Organizer. Home Subaru Outback Genuine Subaru Outback
Replacement Parts. Your Nearest Retailers. Liberty Auto City Subaru. Shop Now. Distance:
Kenosha Subaru. Wilde Subaru. Enter your zip code: View More Retailers. Select a Subaru
Outback Driveline. Select a Category. When the time arrives to maintain or repair your Subaru
Outback, choose the same quality that came standard from day one. Genuine Subaru Outback
Accessories Fast. Built to perform and last with custom-fit and function. Wherever adventure in
your Subaru Outback leads, stay plugged in. Comfort and Convenience. Less difficulty. More
enjoyment. All customized to you and your Subaru Outback. Subaru style attuned precisely to
you and your Subaru Outback. Protection and Security. Help prevent the worst and lessen the
impact of the unavoidable in your Subaru Outback. STI Brand. The Subaru Outback mods you
want for the power you crave. Subaru Gear. Shop Gear as unique as you and your Subaru
Outback. More than just a quality product, you desire the self-expression that Subaru provides.
Connect more to your vehicle and other enthusiasts with Genuine Subaru Gear. Links Subaru.
Legal Policies. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are
not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. It looks like you're new here. If you want to
get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. August edited April in Subaru. I'm wondering if this will make a difference to the AWD
systems offered - does anyone know? This appears to be a purely mechanical system without
electronic controls. An electronically controlled transfer clutch then changes this ratio
depending on feedback from electronic sensors that monitor wheel slippage, braking, throttle,
and who knows what all else? The official Subaru websites don't have any product info out
there yet for the Outbacks so I can't find out. Does anyone know?? September I just got an
email reply from Subaru customer service, so I can answer my own question. They say that for ,
the 2. Later, VDC was used as a seperate label for their traction and stability control system
only. So it's now stand-alone, basically. In my earlier post I described what I had just discovered
by reading the Subaru Outback product info - that the manual and automatic transmissions are
mated to entirely different AWD systems. A viscous center differential will adjust this split
should slipping occur. A variable transfer clutch adjusts this split based on feedback from
electronic sensors that measure wheel slippage, braking, steering, etc, etc. Now that Subaru
has confirmed that the same AWD systems will be offered for in the 2. I feel I need AWD
because my foot driveway is steep and anything more than an inch of snow keeps my wife's
FWD Sable at the bottom sometimes she slips backwards toward the street and gets stuck
sideways. I am also a skier and do most of my driving in the winter months up in the mountains
in NH. I drive in snow a lot - both on highways and winding mountain access roads. I don't go
off-road on purpose. But what about this difference in AWD systems? Does anyone have an
opinion about which will work better for my needs? I don't like that, and by then you're already
losing momentum. Also, I like to have fun in the snow. I have a better feel for how far I can push

the car. I'm sure other opinions will differ. I had a 5 speed 98 Forester and it was great in the
snow. If you break traction you're probably playing around and did it intentionally. I would take
turns and hit the gas, and the rear end would break loose, rally style. The AWD should shift
power to the front and it would pull me out of the skid. If I did it juuuuuust right, I would get it to
wag the tail 2 or 3 times. Very controllable, very safe. Towards the end I had snow tires on for a
season, and it was virtually unstoppable. We have an 09 automatic now, but haven't had snow
yet. Thanks for that reply which is a complete bulls-eye! What you said about losing momentum
is right on. Momentum is everything for making it up my snow covered driveway. Also, from
your description, it sounds like you can feel the system working on the "active" AWD system. It
would drive me nuts to have the car constantly exceeding the limit of FWD adhesion before the
system clunks in. I don't need any more white-knuckle thrill rides on snowy roads. Thanks
again!! Hey, Jim. I have somewhat of a unique perspective, in that I owned both a manual 07 and
automatic 08 Outback from this generation. I enjoyed them both very much. Also, I live in
Fairbanks, Alaska, so snow and ice is the rule for a solid 6 months per year. While I never
noticed the "lag" or "momentum loss" that was cited here with the automatic, it certainly lacked
some of the fun-factor of the manual. The auto wins hands down in dealing with deep snow at
slow or no speeds. The manual transmission's clutch is grabby, so getting it started under high
resistance, low traction conditions either spins the tires or results in a nice odor. Granted, it
was new, so it probably would have mellowed out with some more use. But, which did I prefer?
The manual - no contest. I enjoyed it for all the reasons cited by the rest of you. In winter
conditions, though, I tossed the auto around just as easily and precisely as the manual. You will
not regret your choice of manual if that is your natural preference, but that is the only reason
that makes it the clear winner. Thanks Wes? More important to get the kind of transmission I
prefer - right? This keeps me in the manual transmission camp. This could explain the
difference between your experience and ratbert's. I think this system is similar to an outback
with VDC. He said this guy was on a side street stopped at the intersection with a main truck
route. It was snowing and he thought he could scoot out in front of an wheeler that was far
enough down the road but coming on pretty fast. When he stepped on the gas to get out and get
going, his wheels began to spin. The next thing that happened was that the sophisticated
X-drive system took over the controls, braking the spinning wheels and ignoring his repeated
stomping of the accelerator pedal to accelerate out of there. He had just enough momentum to
limp strainght across the intersection before the trruck which couldn't stop missed him by a
foot or so. You almost have to let off the throttle and regain traction before hitting the gas again.
My Sienna has an instrusive traction control system and my van struggled to get up my
driveway with just 2" of snow. It got through eventually, but I may turn it off next time. So you're
basically saying the choice of AWD system doesn't matter - both are fine in the snow. Yes, that
is what I am saying. I do not prefer an invasive traction control system, because I know how to
drive in adverse weather conditions and very much enjoy it. I do not think VDC standard on all
models will deter me from buying another Subaru, but I sure hope it is a feature with a toggle
switch like on AJ's van! The guy with BMW saved money in wrong spot. Winter tires could have
help but "scooting" when snowing is not very clever thing to do. No, scooting is not smart. My
point is that having VDC probably means changing the way you drive. You always have to have
in the back of your mind that the vehicle controls can be taken away from you at any time. There
is an off button on my 2. Maybe people like you who have VDC have some opinions about
whether to use it all the time or to be selective - and if so, when do they use it? I think that I will
leave it on most of the time but turn it off when road conditions are obviously bad and require
extra care. I prefer not to give up control under these conditions and rely on my own skill from
years of experience driving in snow. At these times I'm already driving cautiously and feel I only
need VDC when apparently good conditions present a surprise I would not otherwise be ready
for. How do others with VDC feel about this and how do you use it? I leave it on all the time, I
have VDC on my OB, also a Tribeca and Sienna, I also use snowtires in winter and to be honest I
don't recall ever seeing the VDC kick in when I'm driving those vehicles in snow but my wife
drives the Sienna primarily and my in law the Tribeca and I don't drive their cars like my WRX so
I'm not really pushing the traction to the limit on them! I think I've made the traction control on
the Sienna kick in , I don't think its the stability control itself as it was in a straight line but its
the same light going off on the dash. When the weather is bad, my high schoolers drive the OB
which makes me breath a lot easier and is much better for my blood pressure. Is the VDC
"worth " it for me, dunno. Is it good for my familys safety, probably. Yeah, the van has an off
switch but I hear it just increases the threshold. When it snows I'm taking the wife's Forester, so
no thanks! In deep snow, the VDC never really kicked in. In loose gravel and wet roads it will
engage momentarily. Where I notice the greatest difference is on ice packed roads, especially
while turning or going up an upgrade. The first time it kicked in I was turning on an icy road and

had the eerie feeling that the engine had died. The car pulled through the icy turn, slower, but
with no loss of traction. The Grand Cherokee that was tailgating me at the time ended up in the
ditch. On the models I have owned without the VDC, there would always be some traction loss,
but overall would perform well. Sometimes, though, I think I would like a manual OB, especially
when descending icy streets which require a stop at the end. I would like to downshift to slow
the vehicle. All my cars were shod with all-season radials, not snows. Thanks for the reply; I
appreciate hearing about your experience. When you talked about descending icy streets, you
really got my attention because this is something I have to do a lot. And it's at times like these
that you really want to stay off the brakes. At the end of every ski day, I have to come down the
winding mountain roads - often just after or during a flurry where the road surface has gotten
covered and then packed by the traffic coming off the mountain. But doesn't your Outback have
a shiftable automatic or does this not work as effectively as a manual transmission in slowing
you down on steep down grades? Please reply as engine braking on a steep slope is something
I probably cannot determine very well when I take out an automatic for a test drive. When
descending a slippery slope I do down shift with the VDC, and it does do a good job of slowing
the car without skidding, but engagement seems a bit slow. What I have noticed with the AWD
manual is the feeling of being more in control by "playing" the clutch and the brake, if you know
what I mean. Probably isn't good on the clutch, but sliding into a busy intersection could be
worse. Most of my driving is urban and highway, and the VDC is great for that. If I had a lot of
twisting mountain roads, I'd be inclined toward the manual. Well, the weak link with either
transmission is the tires. They only have so much traction, so if they lose it whether it be engine
braking or discs braking , they lose it. I found the 07 manual I owned to be more effective at
engine braking than my '96 which was an auto , but probably just because the first gear was a
bit lower of a ratio than the 4-speed auto. For my '08 auto, it was more cumbersome to put into
specific gears because it only does so in the "manumatic" mode, but it was effective at engine
braking, and held gears to red-line before automatically shifting to the next gear, so you would
not have to worry about it shifting without your input. One thing is for certain - ditch the OEM
tires, especially if you plan to use all-seasons rather than dedicated winter tires. The only place I
can think that the auto might make a drastic difference is with emergency maneuvers when
immediate responsiveness is needed. If the manual driver is not perfectly in tune with the car, it
may not be in the right gear at the right time or even running, if the driver let the engine stall out
to avoid disaster. But, that is a driver consideration So the automatic provides reasonable
engine braking when descending - good! And I know exactly what you mean about feeling more
in control with a manual transmission at times like this and "playing" the clutch and brake been there! When your knuckles are white, you do what you have to do. Thanks for that, Wes. I
have been quick to upgrade in the past when the "newness" has worn off and they stop
performing well. Please explain the last paragraph about stalling - I'm not sure I know what you
mean. Are you saying that during emergency maneuvers - like when VDC takes away your
control of the throttle, the driver with a manual transmission can stall the engine even though
he may be very experienced? Oh, sorry, Jim. No, what I am saying is that if the driver, in the
heat of the moment, forgets to keep the car in a gear that is appropriate for the speed of the
tires, the engine can bog down and stall out. For example, say the car is moving at 50 mph, and
the transmission is in 5th gear, just cruising down the highway. Suddenly, an oncoming car
loses control and starts skidding into the path of my car. I initially hit the brakes hard, then
swerve to the shoulder. I forget to press the clutch pedal during my braking, however, and the
engine stalls because now I am only going mph So, i swerved to the shoulder, but suddenly I
lose power steering and brakes, so instead of maneuvering a car, I am maneuvering a lead sled.
I just lost most of my options in terms of evasive maneuvers because I can no longer brake as
quickly, steer as sharply, or accelerate. If the oncoming vehicle continues toward my shoulder,
it could get ugly quick. Had I the presence of mind to re-gear the car for the situation, I could jet
past the oncoming car before it had a chance to reach the shoulder, move further off or on the
roadway to avoid its path, or brake more decisively. With an automatic, it will do the re-gearing
itself, I just have to work the wheel and pedals. Now, that is my example scenario with a classic
manual or auto, and the effects are strictly the result of the driver's actions. I am not sure what
affect VDC would have on a manual. Boy, it would sure unsettle me if the scenario you
presented were the case, but I suspect there must be some sort of fail-safe in that situation
otherwise I doubt the NHTSA would allow the technology on MT vehicles. Sure gets me to
wondering, though! The VDC should work with that constraint, not attempt to subvert it. In other
words, it should be a co-pilot, not a replacement. Okay, so tires. Take my word on this, if the car
has Bridgestone Pontenza REA tires, don't even bother taking a hard look when it comes to
winter driving conditions. Newness or no, they are worthless in snow and mediocre on ice at
best. I had always before used all-seasons the last tires on my '96 were Goodyear TripleTreads ,

and these were downright awful tires. There were a couple times I could not make it up my
driveway after a light snowfall " , and that NEVER happened in my '96 Subaru again, with more
effective all-season tires , even with a foot or more of snowfall. The one good thing about them?
It was easy and rewarding to toss the car around an icy surface. Not sure that is a very good
reason to keep them, though. They are okay on dry or wet surfaces, at least to my
budget-conscious mind. Bridgestone Pontenza's, eh? I'll be sure to take notice because I
believe in good tires - and I'll take your word on it. Maybe I can negotiate with the dealer when
I'm buying my Outback if he has something better he can offer. Otherwise I'd be inclined to sell
them rather than buy snows and switch 'em over twice a year. It works for me because I do most
of my driving in the winter and really need them for the places I go. The rest of the year the tread
is a little too aggressive and they could ride quieter, but I don't drive enough miles when I'm
staying close to home to wear them out prematurely. I've had these Michelins for two years and
they still have more tread on them than most new tires. And thanks for clearing that up about
the stalling; I see what you mean. I'm getting lots of input from people with Outbacks that will
help me decide whether to buy a manual or an automatic. I'm still leaning towards getting the
manual but my wife prefers an automatic. She's already told me that if I hurt my leg skiing I
ought to consider how I'm going to get home with my manual transmission. This has actually
happened before so maybe she has a point. A lot of people have said that both transmissions
and AWD systems are great in the snow and I know that dealers sell many more automatics
than manuals so I'm keeping an open mind. Going to test drive one of each next week and make
up my mind. Thanks for your help. There are good ones and bad ones. RE AS are the good
ones. RE92s are the other flavour I bet they give nice milage for the car manufacturer. Thanks
Krzys, Do you know if any of these are standard equipment on the '09 Outbacks? Or even better
- does anyone know what tires are standard equipment for '09 Outbacks? Krzys - thanks for
clarifying. Yes, I am speaking specifically of the RE92A, which was standard equipment on both
the 07 and Bridgestone does have an entire line of Potenza-labeled tires. I have some close
friends who just purchased an '09 Impreza, and it has these same tires. I am willing to bet that
the Outback does as well, unless they differ by region. I've heard that some of the 09s are
getting Yokos? Vaguely remember hearing that. October This has been a great thread to read
through. The main reason I opted for the 09 instead of saving some Money on an 08 was
because the 09 Limited is basically the 08 L,L,Bean edition with a nicer Stereo, 2. It's funny
because I read how allot of People are weary of the VDC and afraid it might make the Outback
behave in odd ways. It does have an off switch so if this is a concern you can always turn it off.
I'd have loved a manual but due to a work injury I can't drive a Stick anymore but let me tell you
this Car is superb in handling. I have the 17" Bridgestone Potenza's on mine and when I opened
the Manual Packet there was warranty packets on Good Year and Yokohama Tires so I guess it
depends on where you purchase the Car and how the Dealer specs their Vehicles out when
ordering them. I haven't driven on Snow yet but so far the Potenza's seem to be a very grippy
Tire. A story about the VDC. The other Day I was taking my Daughter to School, it was raining
and the Outback was doing an excellent job. I remembered that the Dollar Store close to my
House had just sprayed Blacktop sealant about a Week ago and anyone who knows about
Blacktop sealant knows how slippery it gets when it's wet. I stopped off on my way Home and
did a quick Road test in the empty Parking Lot. From a standing stop I stomped the Accelerator
to the Floor and took off like the Pavement was dry, not so much as a squeak from the Tires. I
then proceeded to do figure 8's and tight cornering. I threw this Car all over the place trying to
make it lose control but it never broke traction, not even close. Then I did the Circle test and up
until the Tires themselves couldn't hold on and the Car slid sideways, I never lost control, kept a
tight Circle and never broke traction. Then I turned the VDC off The standing stop test went well,
the Car took off but I had to keep things going while the Tires kept slipping here and there. It
wasn't bad but it wasn't as in control as before. The same goes for all the figure 8's and slalom's
I was doing. It was easy to keep the Car under control but I had to be more on top of things and
the Tires kept slipping here and there. At higher speeds the back end kept trying to break out
from under me a bit but it wasn't horrible like the Car was at any moment going to spin around
on me, I just had to be more aware of what was going on and how I was driving to keep control.
The Circle test really showed me I made the right decision because with VDC off the Tires would
spin and I'd lose the Circle pretty fast before completely breaking traction. That might have allot
to do with the Potenza's and something I'm really going to have to watch out for when the
Roads get really bad. I've never been a big fan of Bridgestone Tires but these look like they
have a pretty aggressive Tread design, only the future will tell. I'd say the only difference
between the Auto and Manual Transmissions in the 09 Outback is cost savings and how well
you understand the dynamics of driving a Manual Transmission. Other than that it's just a
personal choice, I wish I could have got the Manual myself The only other Person to see it was a

guy unloading a Truck for the store and he was giving me some pretty odd looks Hi Ranger! I
wish I could get a test drive like you just described. I'm so glad you took the time to write all
that. I was really interested in what you had to say about losing traction in the circles and figure
eights with the VDC turned off because this is where I would expect to find a big difference
between a manual transmission and an automatic. A viscous coupling will then adjust this split
when slippage occurs. A variable transfer clutch controlled by electronic sensors then adjusts
this split when slippage occurs. So what? Here's what. You didn't say whether it was the front
end or the back end that was slipping away in your maneuvers. Which was it?? I'm dying to find
out - please reply at the earliest. That was one of the problems with the 08 was the back end got
loose in tight cornering on slipery roads because of the more aggresive power split. During my
testing with the VDC off it was the rear that kept trying to lose traction first. Another very good
feature with the auto that helps keep control of the vehicle on slick roads is the sport shift. In
sport shift mode you get to chose the gear that best suits your need and it keeps it there unless
the computer senses you're about to over rev the Engine and only then will it shift. It brings the
control of a manual transmission very close to the automatic and really makes a big difference
in low traction situations. When the VDC is on the rear end slippage goes away. Also, Subaru's
VDC is allot more advanced than the traction control on other manufacturers Vehicles so there
really is no way to compare them because it reacts allot differently than the others. When it
reacts it not only applies the brake to the wheel losing traction but it also adjusts throttle
responce as well when wheel spin becomes too extream. I used to have a 96 Saturn with
traction control and it really pails in comparason to VDC. Like I said about full throttle from a
standing stop, it felt like I was on dry pavement and acceleration wasn't adversly affected. VDC
is so fast and intuitive there's no need to worry about poor performance when it's turned on in
low traction conditions. If you've ever driven a Car with traction control please forget the
experiance and don't compair it to VDC, instead keep an open mind and give this system a
chance to prove itself. The best way to test it out is make sure to take a test drive on a crappy
rainy day so you can see for yourself just how awesome this system really is. Thanks for
posting back so soon. In your circles without VDC turned on, it sounds like the front wheels
never lost traction and rear end was wagging a little. This is what happens with FWD until the
front wheels suddenly let go, creating the understeer situation I described - but this never
happened to you. Does that sound right? The 5-speed automatics turbos and 6-cyl have yet
another AWD system with a planetary gear and variable transfer clutch in the center differential.
Exactly, with VDC off the rear end was the one to lose traction first which is something I wanted
anyway. I never lost traction on the front end with VDC off. After driving FWD Cars for so many
Years I really like the traction but hate the fact that in a power or torque spin situation you lose
control of steering. I'd rather lose it in the rear end and keep the ability to steer. This is the one
thing about FWD that makes it so dangerous, especially if you're not prepared for it. I've seen so
many accidents out on the road over the Years where the only reason the car wrecked was due
to the loss of steering due to a loss of traction in the front Wheels due to the fact it was a FWD
Car. I'd have to say if you really don't want the VDC then save your money and go with an 08
because right now you can get one heck of a deal on one where as the 09's price Tag isn't as
negotiable. Basically, With the VDC turned off on the 09, you're driving an They where offering
VDC as an option on late 08 models but it's pretty pricey and this late in the season with the 09's
out I seriously doubt you can custom order an 08 anymore. It's funny because I really
concentrated my research on Outbacks but never knew Subaru had so may different versions of
their AWD system. This stuff can be very confusing but there is a method to Subaru's madness;
Somewhere It's funny how these so called educated reviewers, and I'm not slamming them, they
really know allot more than I do about automotive technology. But they're so deep into the
Numbers and technical crap they forget and lose sight of the simplest things, like what makes a
Car safer to handle. I've read so many articles where they tout the 08 Outbacks lose rear end
like it's something bad when in fact it's exactly what Subaru was shooting for My only problem
remains the tires. I'm going to do what I can to get the dealer to do something about them
before we have a deal - we'll see. Thanks for your replies. The Tires where a bit of a concern
because I just don't like Bridgestone. Thank God they had a 30 Day test drive deal because they
really sucked in the Snow when I lived in Utah. These new Tires look like they have a better
Tread design and they seem to have good grip. Like I said before, if they don't perform well in
the first Snow they won't be on there to see the second and I'll let everyone know it. Hit the link
and scroll down to the transmission section The auto trannies are apparently very advanced
such that with all the various sensors working with the computer, it is constantly varying the
torque splits depending what the vehicle is doing slowing down in a turn, up hill climb,
stopping, wide open throttle, swirving, etc making it a proactive system. RE: winter tires
Nothing is safer than running 4 true winter tires when the temperature falls below freezing. For

the past 8 years I have been using the Nokian Hakkapeliitta from Finland family of winter tires.
Currently I use the Nokian Hakkapeliitta "2" tire mounted on separate steel wheels save the nice
alloys from the road salt and possible curb ding and they are awesome in deep snow, hard
packed snow, and ice. I have no affiliation with Nokian, just a happy customer. I saw a report on
my local news last winter where some manufacturers were claiming that their tires were true
winters when in fact they were not. They say if the price is too cheap chances are "you get what
you pay for". Safety is top priorty, no doubt, and a set of good winter tires are a small
investment for that. Those are great sites and why after my research I decided on the 09
Outback 2. Another reason I went with the Ltd is the limited slip rear end, another big plus in
4X4 setups as well as high performance Cars. Even with all this technology, the Car is only
going to perform well if the Tires are matched to what driving conditions you'll be setting it up
for. I had a 96 Thunderbird with a limited slip Diff and loved the Car, untill the Snow came. With
those "All Season" Good Years it was a disaster. After that I could go anywhere. The best all
Season Tires I ever had where made by Firestone, the Blizzak all season was actually a Snow
Tire that was designed to wear down to an all season Tire after the Winter Months. They are very
expensive but if I still lived in a Wintry Climate I'd have them because they are that good. I had a
set of them on a 93 Ford Probe GT. I had to because the Good Year Tires that came on it where
worthless in the Snow. I had an 80Mi commute once a Week and I had to be there, no excuses.
When I was younger I wanted sporty, not Jeepy. If anyone reading this has ever put a set of
Blizzak's on a Subaru I'd love to hear how it went. If I was living farther North I'd get a set for my
Outback but I just can't justify the expense because they are expensive and, because of the
design, they wear down fast in warm weather and dry conditions. If you check them out, get
ready for some serious Sticker shock. Noey's idea of having a complete separate set is a very
good idea, that's what I did on my Probe. When the Wheels start to spin on a Vehicle equipped
with VDC, the Computer applies the Brakes to the Wheel that's spinning and only cuts the
Throttle when it can no longer control Wheel spin witht he Brakes. When it would get seriously
slick out, I'd have to turn off the TCS on the Saturn because of what your Friend went through.
The Saturn would just die on me when the Wheels would spin and it almost got me in a couple
of accidents. It has to be the most intuitive system I've ever seen or experienced on a Car. Now
if you're trying to traverse Icy Roads with either bad Tires or Tires not recommended for Winter
driving then you're going to drive the VDC crazy trying to keep your Car under control. I think
the only other 2 manufacturers that come close to this system is Mercedes and Audi and it's
based on the system they use on their La'mans Race Cars. I have a Forester and my wife has a
Outback. Both have the 5 speed manual trans and the limited slip rear differential. I have a set of
Blizzak WS50s on steel wheels for both cars, and usually mount them around mid-end
December and run them until around mid-late March. We've gone through some pretty good
snow storms with both cars with the Blizzaks. I am extremely impressed with them. Virtually no
wheel spin when starting out from a stop, no sliding around turns and no problems braking or
steering. As a matter of fact, I can't recall the ABS ever kicking in while driving in snow. I've
owned conventional 4 wheel drive trucks, and the Subarus have worked better in snow, for me,
than any of them. My wife and I have been driving for many years, and we both drive pretty
conservatively, especially in inclement weather. We live in south-central New Jersey, and we
usually get at least one good storm per winter, and several lesser storms though last year we
got almost nothing. If you're looking for a dedicated winter tire, I highly recommend the Blizzak
WS As good as the Blizzak's worked on my Probe I knew they had to be awesome on a Subaru. I
remember when I used to run into California over Donner pass, when the Chain laws where in
effect they would only allow Vehicles with Blizzak and very few other Tires to proceed without
Chaining up. They call Tires like that Chain rated or something like that. I'd say a Subaru with
Blizzacks would be in stoppable in the Snow. Thanks for the reply. Hi Noey, I found some more
info you may be interested in. It appears neither you nor I were exactly right about the torque
split on the 4-speed automatics with VDC. It basically says there is no default split on these
transmissions as there is on the others. Hey Jim, Thanks for the heads up. Just wondering, will
you get the manual or the auto tranny? I don't currently drive nor have ever owned a Subaru but
I'll be in the market for an Outback down the road. I test drove a used Legacy wagon 4EAT and
1st generation Forester manual sometime back during the winter season to see what these
Subies were all about. I was truly impressed with both units. Hi Noey, I'm really no expert. All I
know is what I have read and you should know that I have been driving Jeeps for 20 years. But
on paper, the Outback looks like the perfect replacement for me so I've been doing my
homework and I really want one because I'm ready to "downsize". In part it's for the fuel
economy but also I no longer have a trailer to pull so I don't need the big engine. I never go off
road on purpose and really just need something that will keep me on the roads in winter, when I
do most of my driving. I'm up in the mountains skiing every chance I get - at least twice a week.

And my driveway is long and steep, so anytime I'm out and it snows, I run the risk of not making
it back up. This happens to my wife all the time and about every other winter, she gets her FWD
Sable stuck sideways on our driveway when she loses traction halfway up and slips back
toward the street. I've solved these problems for 20 years by keeping the driveway cleared for
my wife and buying Jeeps for me, but it's really overkill. I'm ready for something more car-like
but I hate bending my knees and back at the same time to "crumple" myself into my wife's
Sable. My jeep fits me just right - I can stand up straight along side it and slide my butt
sideways onto the seat - don't have to bend anything to get in! I'm expecting the Outback, with
the same ground clearance as my Jeep to be pretty much the same - maybe just duck my head a
little. But to answer your question about transmissions, I'm leaning towards the automatic so
my wife can also use it once in a while - maybe it will even become hers one day. So when I go
to the dealer this month for a test drive I plan to drive both. I'm not expecting the test drives will
show any big difference in traction so it's going to come down to one thing - is the automatic
powerful enough? I read somewhere Edmunds? I plan to give the sportshift feature a workout to
be sure of this. The other big deal for me and if you've read my other posts in this forum you
must know is the tires. I just don't want to leave the dealership with those Potenzas still on. I
hope I can work something out with them on tires. Hey Jim. As to the 09 Outback's ease at
getting in and out I'm 6'0'' and it's very easy to get in and out of. I injured my Back in 06 and this
was a very important thing for me. It's very easy and in fact I find I'm stepping down just a little,
not too much, to get out. I had an 06 Kia Spectra5 and it was really hard for me to have to lift
myself up out of the Car and getting in was a chore as well with my Back and Leg pain. The 09
Outback is perfect for me. As to the 2. For a 4 Cylinder Engine it's very responsive and has
plenty of power. Yes, the AWD takes some of the Power away but it's not that bad. In fact, I have
a very secure sense of control with this Car when taking off from a standing stop. So far
merging onto the Interstate, passing etc isn't a problem at all. Now if you want pep and bragging
rights, go for the Turbo Charged version. It costs allot more and you can only get it with the
standard Tranny but hey, it's a sports version. The owners Manual packet came with a Good
Year and Yokohama Warranty Brochure inside, as well as Bridgestone so I'm sure some dealers
spec them with these Tires or they wouldn't have been in there. I guarantee she won't slip and
slide anymore. Thanks Ranger. The Blizzaks are near the top of my list - not too expensive,
either. By the way, I checked out your website. Good job! The real problem is that at first Subaru
used "VDC" to descrive a model. I have heard from a lot of people who say these tires are
terrible and that they have either switched over to a decent set of all-season tires or are using
dedicated snow tires in winter and switch over twice a year. I've been to the dealer and drove
both an automatic and a manual. The manual was a blast but the automatic I thought was
underpowered. I asked about the pictures in the brochure and the TV advertising and they said
all of this is possible with the Potenzas - they think they're really good all-season tires. I would
probably buy the manual because of the fun factor and because I thought the automatic was too
lame, but I didn't because I was very troubled that my wife will never drive it and then there's the
tire issue. I will need to replace them right away or I won't be getting back up my driveway this
winter. So I left without even asking for a trade-in appraisal. Across the street from the Subaru
dealer is a Jeep dealer. I stopped in and got a great trade. Bottom line is that I'll spend more on
gas, but far less overall each month. The big plus is that I have the vehicle that will get me
where I need to go in winter - no question, no worries. So what it handles like a brick - I've
already been driving them for 20 years. I won't be posting here anymore and I'll bet a lot of you
will be glad I won't be ranting about the Potenzas any more. Thanks again for your interest.
They really are giving those away. Just beware of resale value. Or even finding a buyer, at any
price, for it used. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

